


COMMON  SENSE  ISD 

Introduction to the Scan Edition 

 

As a mechanism specially developed to control the development of the Polaris Submarine, 
Instructional System Development (I-S-D) can probably handle your company’s programming 
needs. Proved over decades in hundreds of Naval stations around the world, you can depend 
on it! 

The Navy’s version of the ISD process is likely still the world’s best system—despite various 
‘simplified’ proprietary versions on the market. A ‘simplification’ usually consists of eliminating 
the most demanding steps in the construction process . . .which makes internal checks chancy   
. . . which cancels the Navy system’s fool-proof guarantee to deliver a workable program that 
achieves your objectives—as stated at the beginning--in the first formal presentation. 

 The Navy’s ISD is awesome! Some colleges teach their own versions, as do some consultants. 
Proprietary versions have various strengths and weaknesses—if you buy, get a trusted opinion 
first. As a process, there is no single ‘best’ format. The military probably has the largest test-
base for its program development. The Navy’s demanding facts/specifics and built-in checks 
preclude oversights and chance-taking. You gain nothing by ‘simplification’ except hazards. 

What is ISD? In essence it’s the reverse engineering of any concept or programming idea. If you 
begin with a clear understanding of your final objective and then work backward by identifying 
every contributory need that precedes every valid checkable-point, then you will have created 
your own ISD system. It’s valid, as an approach. However, it’s not likely to be so sufficiently 
detailed as to be fool-proof. Only testing in use reveals that. Experimenting? Prove each detail.  

Caution: Although ISD is the ultimate do-it-yourself project, this Author cannot let you believe 
that you, as a department head, should go-it-alone on your first attempt. ISD is too demanding 
for beginners to bumble through. In order to benefit, you need never be fully-conversant. Then 
how shall you use ISD? Learn its basics so that you can present useful information and facts on 
request to the company’s ISD Trainers, if any. Not all Trainers are ISD competent; some are, but 
their ISD incompetent bosses won’t let them function—a problem of one of this Author’s 
clients. Professional Trainers have the tools to fulfill your Agenda, whether for meeting 
presentations or employee-training needs; but the Trainers can’t intuit your purposes and 
needs. The better-prepared your info chunks are, the better your ultimate program will be. 

Best way to begin the learning process: Enlist the supervisory help of an ISD specialist—Naval 
vet, if possible. All military ISD specialists can related to basic ISD techniques. He/she might or 
might not be already on staff. Non-ISD specialists often recommend alternative approaches—
their limitations acknowledged. Decide early: Hurt feelings or hurt project? Not on staff? 



Yet, available, round-about. The US Military trains hundreds of new ISD specialists yearly 
because ISD’s demands don’t encourage multiple simultaneous projects, and that ISD skill is 
commercially viable--permanently. Most discharged specialists probably become corporate 
trainers in business centers; and some might gladly moonlight on per-project basis. However, a 
retired specialist might live anywhere in the country; so a discrete ad in the help-wanted 
column of your local or regional newspaper is a good bet. Once the specialist has overseen your 
project (while you look over his/her shoulder) ISD’s own structure will enable you to use it 
efficiently in the future. Or, you can keep your moonlighter handy for help as long as you 
choose.   

Significant: This Author’s “Common Sense ISD” book is the Navy’s own original format, here 
translated from military jargon into business-ese--eliminating the cumbersome numbering 
systems needed to control worldwide applications. Otherwise, “CS-ISD” is the exact business 
approach to exacting specifications. A few collateral items created by the Author have been 
noted where included.  

Although ISD was created in the mid-1950s, it has never been known to need ‘improvement’ or 
to be superseded as an overall educational construct. However, mimeographing of that time is 
not today’s e-print-out. So, you’ll see several significant forms reproduced both in their original 
mimeographed, pre-web, format and a facing clean re-typing. Original military state was used! 

ISD will remake the construct and effectiveness of all of your future programs if you will learn 
its basic structure; learn from an ISD-specialist; and get out of the way of your company 
Trainers’ demands for specifics and specifics and specifics. That’s a small price to pay for the 
very best programs that you can create and then manage. In fact, it’s brilliant. 

So, what are you waiting for? 

 

END 
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